
2. Phonology

2.1 Segments

Iloko has fifteen native consonantal phonemes, and a glottal fricative used in loanwords and one native word,

hadn 'no', the colloquial variant of sadn. Fourteen of the consonants (all but the glottal stop) may appear

geminate in roots, e.g. lawwalawwd 'spider', tengngd 'center', balld 'crazy', saibbek 'sob', saiddek 'hiccup',

sayyet 'immodest lady', and banndwag 'dawn'. The glottal stop only occurs geminate across morpheme

boundaries: agaC'?drak[2igdi71ii\xdk] 'smelling of alcohol'.

Table 1. Iloko consonants



[bi.g^:.?o], sadn 'no' [sa.?dn], and dissuor 'waterfall' [dis.su:.?or], but: al?alid 'ghost' [?al.?al.ya], bagio 'storm'

[bag.y6], and lud 'tear of eyes' [Iwa].

2.2 Stress and vowel length

Stress is phonemic, e.g. sikd 'you, familiar' vs. sika 'dysentery'. There, are, however, certain environments that

attract stress. Stress falls on the last syllable if the penultimate syllable is closed, i.e., the last vowel is preceded

by two consonants (including a sequence of glottal stop + consonant): paltog 'gun', takki 'excrement', kulagtit

'jerking movement', tig-Pdb 'belch', lis?d 'nit, lice Qgg\ pugto 'guess'. Exceptions to this rule include words of

foreign origin or words with a velar nasal coda preceding a final syllable: sungka 'kind of native game', bibingka

'rice cake', kardmba 'jar' (Spanish loan), kudrto 'room' (Spanish loan).

Stress also falls on the last syllable if the last vowel is preceded by a consonant and glide: sadid

'renowned', bituen 'star', anid 'what'. Exceptions include borrowed words: ardnia 'chandelier, from Spanish',

hopia 'bean cake, from Chinese'.

Orthographic vowel sequences, which comprise two syllables, usually take stress on the first vowel

when following two consonants, e.g. manabtuog [ma.nab.tu:.?og] 'thump', kulldaw [kul.ld:.?aw] 'owl'. Words

that include two identical CVC sequences separated by a vowel usually will carry the stress on the vowel

separating them: salisal 'compete', batibat 'nightmare', arimasdmas 'red skies at moonrise', bugdbog 'mixed

varieties of rice'. There are, however, a few exceptions: yakaydk 'sieve', Mid pidipid 'closely set together'.

Vowels before geminate consonants and m stressed open (CV) syllables are automatically lengthened:

sdla 'dance' [sd:.la], babbdi 'females' [b^:b.bd:.?i]. Open reduplicated syllables in roots that contain a vowel

sequence also bear secondary stress/lengthening : naka-ba-bain (POT-RDP-shame) 'shameful'.

2.3 Reduplication

Reduplication in Iloko is used for both inflectional and derivational purposes. Formally speaking, there are

six possible shapes of the reduplicant with the most common uses given in Table 3. Aside from the consonant

gemination found in animate and kin plurals, all reduplicative morphemes in Iloko are prefixal, copying the first

part of a given stem (root or prefix+root):

Table 3. Reduplication


